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RIB ACE FIT
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WITHOUT TENSION PULLEY
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The Bando Low Modulus Poly V-Belt offers a high performance self-tensioning technol-
ogy for light load accessory drive belt systems. 

Rib Ace Fit belts are self-tensioning without ten-
sion pulley

The setting tension is reduced for energy 
ef� cient drives

Self-tensioning technology offers a life 
time maintenance free drive

Easy installation with the 
installation equipment 

Lightweight system without 
tension pulley

RIB ACE FIT

ADVANTAGES
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Bando Rib Ace Fit 
the necessary tension is constant due to self-tensioning properties

Conventional Poly V-Belt
requires re-tensioning

critical slip zone
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Rib Ace Fit Belt

BELT STRUCTURE

TECHNICAL RESULTS

The Bando Rib Ace Fit Belt offers an improved setting tension tolerance, which consid-
erably improves the energy ef� ciency.

The belt can be easily installed between 2 pulleys with � xed center distance. 
The improved polyamid tension cord leads to a lower pre-tension tolerance.

1. Backside 
    Rubber (EPDM)

2. Cord
    Polyamid

3. Rib Rubber 
    (EPDM)
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Each Rib Ace Fit belt is delivered with a set of installation equipment and an installation 
instruction. Please make sure to read enclosed instruction.

Please pay attention to the installation instructions. 
Use only for the provided applications. 

INSTRUCTION FOR USAGE

Phone:     +49 (0) 2161 - 901 04 0
E-Mail:     info@bando.de
Web:    www.bando.de

Please note that this catalogue is reserved to changes. All data in this publication have been compiled and checked with utmost diligence, nevertheless errors 
and mistakes cannot be totally excluded. Do not duplicate or copy any part or contents without the permission of Bando Europe GmbH.
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